**WIENERS**

**Cosmoe’s Classic Corn Dog**
One classic dog, fusion-fried in cake batter. **NO NASTY SPACE BUGS!**

**The Double Whammy**
Just like the Cosmoe Classic—but meteor! (Get it . . . meatier?!)  

**Dark Matter Doggie**
One dog wrapped in fudge fur, served on a bonbon bun, topped with cocoa crawlzacs.

**Big Hump’s Knuckle Sandwich**
Eight dogs jammed inside a fat loaf of dough. Topped with the works and crispy nuckto knuckles.

**Deep Impact Chili Dog**
A crispy fire dog covered in frozen lava chili, moon cheese, and bean slug-bugs.

**The Mega-Dog**
The legendary 498-pound wiener entered into the Intragalactic Food Truck Cook-Off.

**MILKY WAY SHAKES**

**Buzzberry Shake**
Buzzberry ice cream, blotto berries, and Doug Adams’ apples.

**The Black Hole**
Clandaapoo cocoa ice cream, chocolate creepy-crawlies, and nostromo nougat.

**Blue and Cream**
Inkskyn blue milk swirled with shaved Jeerjeer ice.

**SNACKS and SWEET TREATS**

**Crater Tots**
**Bradbury Cream Egg**
**Onion Orbitals**
**Arthur C. Clarke Bar**

**TOPPINGS**

- Moon Rock Relish
- Seyfert Sauerkraut
- Raw Arakzid Legs
- Lime Moon Cheese
- Humphree’s Hot Hot Sauce

**OUT OF STOCK**

Prices may vary by star system.